
USS Delphyne 10003.27


Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

Host CO_Grant says:
::On the bridge::

MO_Lea says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Deck seven

CEOLefler says:
::Sitting on stool in Sickbay::

XO_Wall says:
::on the bridge::

FCO_Nichols says:
::lying on biobed hoping to be released::

TO_Hawkes says:
::At tactical on the bridge. All cleaned up from long away mission. ::

OPS_lynam says:
::Arrives on bridge and assumes his station::

CNS-Jiosa says:
::on the bridge reading a PADD::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
::leaving his quarters for Main Engineering::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Do we have everyone on board now?

CIV_McLeod says:
::in quarters::

XO_Wall says:
TO: welcome back, you'll have to fill me in on the interesting details later

OPS_lynam says:
CO: Aye sir, all personnel accounted for.

TO_Hawkes says:
XO: Sure thing Wall. You did get the report I sent? Right?

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: very good

FCO_Nichols says:
::looks at Lefler and smiles::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Where is our pilot?

MO_Lea says:
::Exits the TL and walks down the corridor, into sickbay::

XO_Wall says:
TO: yes a copy was givin to the Captain as well

TO_Hawkes says:
XO: It's good to be back. 2 weeks in a shuttle.. ::Shudders meaningfully::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: How are you feeling?

CIV_McLeod says:
::doing some menial tasks in room::

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: I've felt better.  But right now, I just want to get back to work.

XO_Wall says:
CO: she is still down in sickbay

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
::enter the TL: TL: Main Engineering

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Well you might just get your wish. Looks like we are heading out in a hurry

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: I was afraid of that.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: If she feels ready , check with MEDBAY to see if she can return to duty

OPS_lynam says:
XO: I've noticed an increase in crew illness since the emphasis was put on getting our physicals. :;Smiles::

MO_Lea says:
::Enters sickbay::

FCO_Nichols says:
*XO*: I'll report as soon as I've been released sir.

Host CO_Grant says:
*CEO*: Could you join us on the bridge please

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I know this is going to sound crazy but....::hears comm::

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: I'll be up ASAP sir

XO_Wall says:
OPS: could be a coincidence? ::grins::

XO_Wall says:
*FCO*: acknowledged

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: It's okay. ::Puts hand on his arm:: I know.  I can feel it too.

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I think I can feel you...Does that make any sense?

OPS_lynam says:
:;Pepares ship's systems for departure.::

CIV_McLeod says:
::looks at PADD with message to his family and considers sending it::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Its kinf od odd. Like I know what I am feeling but there is something else there too.

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: Yes, it does make sense.  I'll have to explain later but you are feeling my emotions as well.

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Request departure clearance from the starbase

TO_Hawkes says:
::Runs cold systems check on all Tactical systems. ::

MO_Lea says:
::Looks over and notices Nichols on a biobed and Lefler standing next to her.   Dashes over:: CEO/FCO: Okay, what happened?

XO_Wall says:
CO: sickaby has yet  to release FCO nichols back to duty?

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: It shouldn't affect your work ability.  Since you are fully human it's just the extra emotions.

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Well I'll just trust you for now. It actually feels really nice.

FCO_Nichols says:
NO: Remember those experiments I told you about?

FCO_Nichols says:
MO:

CEOLefler says:
FCO: So...Are you ready to head up the the bridge Miss Nichols :)?

OPS_lynam says:
COMM:SB191OPS: Starbase OPS this is the Delphyne, request permission to depart.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: I noticed

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
::enters ME::

SO_Redfield says:
::in stellar cartography::

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: I tried that compound again.  It made me black out but I think I'm okay now.

Host ACTDNicke says:
<SB>COMM: USS Delphyne : you are clear for departure

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: Just as soon as I get the doc's okay.

MO_Lea says:
FCO: Yes?  ::Picks up tricorder, flips it open and taps several buttons in the biobed console::

OPS_lynam says:
CO: Cleared to depart sir.

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:SB: thank you for your hospitality

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: acknowledged

MO_Lea says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: FCO: Blacked out again,  but "okay" now?

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Should we mention our little connection to Lea?

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: The rest of the compound is in my quarters.  I can bring it to you.  After duty, maybe?

MO_Lea says:
::Glances to CEO::

FCO_Nichols says:
::smiles at Lefler::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: looks like we will have to use duty fco, Ens Wobbles to pull out of the starbase

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: It seems that the "connection" that happened with Psion and I the last time happened again.

FCO_Nichols says:
::sits up::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO* where are you Chief?

MO_Lea says:
::Looks back to FCO:: FCO: Yes?

OPS_lynam says:
::Grimmaces at the thought of Wobbles driving the ship.  Always makes him space sick.::

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: But since Brian is human, it appears to be only an emotional connection.

CIV_McLeod says:
::looks at list of things to do:: *MO*: Pardon me, doctor, but I seem to be free if you'd like me to come in for my physical::

Host CO_Grant says:
ENSWOBBLES: Detach the locking clamps from the starbase

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: I'm in sickbay with Lt Nichols. But I am heading to the bridge. Any problems?

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: So what do you think?  Can I go back on duty?

MO_Lea says:
FCO: One moment.  ::Quickly taps her badge:: *CIV*: Yes, please do come in.

MO_Lea says:
FCO: No.

CIV_McLeod says:
*MO* Acknowledged.  ::arranges some books on a shelf and then heads out of quarters to TL::

Host Ens_Wobbles says:
CO: Aye sir ... moorings released.

Host CO_Grant says:
ENSWOBBLES: back us out , thrusters only Engage

CEOLefler says:
FCO/MO: Well if I don't get to the bridge very soon I'll be in serious trouble.

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: no sir, just wondering where you are if a need arises

MO_Lea says:
::Nods::

OPS_lynam says:
::Discreetly adds a few percentage points of power to the inertial dampers.::

MO_Lea says:
CEO: Wait.

TO_Hawkes says:
::Grabs Tac console firmly::

CIV_McLeod says:
TL: sickbay, please.

CEOLefler says:
MO: Yes....?

Ens_Wobbles says:
::tapping the appropriate commands he fired the thrusters:: CO: Thrusters firing ... 2m .... 5m ....

Host CO_Grant says:
::Notices that several members of the bridge crew have become tense::

MO_Lea says:
CEO: As long as you are here, you should get your physical out of the way.  We are just pulling out of base, and this is a high priority.

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: We need to transfer that last message from my mother down here so Doctor Lea can see it.

XO_Wall says:
::goes over and stands next to the FCO station, concerned::

SO_Redfield says:
::going over some stellar formations surrounding Denil III::

CEOLefler says:
MO: Actually doc the Captain just commed me and wants me...Now.

CIV_McLeod says:
::steps out of TL and makes his way to sickbay::

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: So, what do I need to do?

MO_Lea says:
::Nods:: CEO: Very well.

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I'll take care of it. You just make sure you feel good enough. Otherwise I might get bored.

Ens_Wobbles says:
::steers the ship around in an arc:: CO: We are clear of our bay, sir.

CEOLefler says:
::Kisses Sarah on her forhead and walks out of Sickbay::

Host CO_Grant says:
ENSWOBBLES: Once clear of the station set course for marker buoy, 1/2 impulse

FCO_Nichols says:
::smiles and watches Brian leave::

CIV_McLeod says:
::enters sickbay::  ::nods at CEO on his way out:: MO: I'm here when you're ready, doctor.

Ens_Wobbles says:
CO: Yes sir ... increasing to one half impulse.  Marker buoy bearing 090 degrees .... coming about. ::he slowly steered the ship through it's arc::

CEOLefler says:
::enters turbo lift::

XO_Wall says:
::almost relieved, he thinks Ens. Wobbles piloting skills have improved?::

MO_Lea says:
FCO: We can have someone sent to your quarters for the message and the chemical.  You will remain here under observation.   CIV: All right. Just a moment please.

Host Ens_Wobbles says:
ACTION: The Delphyne proceeds past the marker bouy .... and into open space.

OPS_lynam says:
::Watches Wobbles carefully::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCOWOBBLES: once past the marker , set course for the system Securus, near the outer rim, Warp 6 Engage

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CNS*: I will not be able to join you today

TO_Hawkes says:
::As the Del clears the marker buoy, shifts Tactical systems to 'cruise' mode::

CEOLefler says:
::enters brigde::

CNS-Jiosa says:
*EO*: Understood Mr. Macpherson-Quest

Host Ens_Wobbles says:
CO: Course set, Captain .... Securus System.  ::watching the outer marker closely he glances across at OPS::

Host Ens_Wobbles says:
CO: Captain, we are clear of the marker now.

CIV_McLeod says:
::nods and waits patiently:: MO: I'll be glad to help you, if there's anything I can do?

Host CO_Grant says:
FCOWOBBLES: Is the course set for Securus system?

Host Ens_Wobbles says:
::looks at Grant:: CO: Ummm ... yes sir.

OPS_lynam says:
::Smiles at Wobbles and glances out the viewscreen at the buoy::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
::checks critical ship functions::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCOWOBBLES: Engage, warp 6 then

Host Ens_Wobbles says:
CO: Warp 6 to the Securus Sector now, Captain .... ::presses the appropriate buttons::

SO_Redfield says:
::enters bridge and takes over the Sci panel::

Host CO_Grant says:
ENSWOBBLES: Fine job of exiting the starbase

TO_Hawkes says:
::Runs a tactical scan or surrounding space, to get an idea who or what is out there.::

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: If you qill allow me to get to a monitor, I can transfer the message to your office.

MO_Lea says:
CIV: Not unless you know a good way to convince the more "strong-willed" members of the crew to report for their physicals?

MO_Lea says:
FCO: All right.

Host CO_Grant says:
::notices CEO on the bridge::

XO_Wall says:
Ens Wobbles: very good

SO_Redfield says:
::starts long range scans::

FCO_Nichols says:
::gets up slowly and moves towards monitor::

CEOLefler says:
Stands by the Engineering panel

XO_Wall says:
::sighs with relief::

OPS_lynam says:
::Relaxes as the ship goes to warp without incident.::

CEOLefler says:
*EO*:Transfer engine controls to my station

CIV_McLeod says:
::grins:: MO: I've always found people react more willingly to the end of a phaser...but I suppose that is a bit extreme for missing a physical

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: May I have a word with you in my ready room?

Ens_Wobbles says:
::hears a funny beeping from his console and wonders what that is .... probably nothing ... ignores it::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: you have the bridge

FCO_Nichols says:
::giggles hearing Civ's comments as she passes::

CEOLefler says:
CO: Ofcourse sir

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: acknowledged ::transfer controls:: there you have them now

CEOLefler says:
::follows Captain::

Host CO_Grant says:
::gets up and walks into the RR::

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Belay that Mac. I'll be busy for a min

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::as he looks back for a moment:: aye

Host CO_Grant says:
::ONce inside RR, turns to talk to lefler::

MO_Lea says:
::Smiles:: CIV: The phaser, perhaps..  But neglecting to report for one's physical...I would hate to make actual enemies on this ship.

CEOLefler says:
::Standing straight at attention::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*:aye ::delays the transfer::

OPS_lynam says:
::Hears a strange beeping and begins checking OPS panel for the source.::

FCO_Nichols says:
::sits at MO's station to transfer message::

Ens_Wobbles says:
::sits quietly at his console ... smacks the side of it till it stops beeping ... much better::

CEOLefler says:
CO: Is anything wrong sir?

MO_Lea says:
CIV: All right, would you please sit on that biobed?

Host CO_Grant says:
Mr.Lefler: Mr.Lefler I was going to assign the artifact recovery mission to Mr.Psion but he is in somekind of mandatory VULCAN meditation and can't be disturbed

SO_Redfield says:
XO: I'm perfoming a long range scan of Denil III's sector

CEOLefler says:
::nods::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Notices the new FCO slamming his console. Raises an eyebrow thinking that's what Psion would do in a case like this. ::

XO_Wall says:
EnsWobbles: we don’t smack consoles?

CIV_McLeod says:
::chuckles as he takes a seat::  MO: I don't see that happening.  From what I've seen you're quite professional and that's certainly not a fault

OPS_lynam says:
:;Jumps slightly as Wobbles smacks his console.  Notices the beeping has stopped.  Glad he said a proper good-bye to August before leaving her....for the last time?::

FCO_Nichols says:
~~::senses Lefler's sudden relief::~~

XO_Wall says:
SO: acknowledged

Ens_Wobbles says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: Is that a question, sir?

Ens_Wobbles says:
::admires the XO's pips and stares at him in awe::

CEOLefler says:
CO: I'll be happy to lead the AT sir. If that is what you are saying?

Host CO_Grant says:
LEFLER: SO now the mission is to be assigned to you. I want you to lead theground activity to remove the remains of the buried shuttle and any other fragments from the surface of the moon that might be evidence of human occupation. COme up with a plan to deal with the storms. You may use almost anything you need to accomplish this task.

TO_Hawkes says:
::Thinks to self " Don't plan on getting than next pip anytime soon there, Mr. Wobbles.' ::

FCO_Nichols says:
COMP: Transfer the last message from Doctor Nichols to this station.

OPS_lynam says:
::Hopes Nichols feels better soon.::

XO_Wall says:
Ens Wobbles: no a statement from your commanding officer, and that beeping was the Nav computer wanted to confirmed your commands and course

CEOLefler says:
CO: Understood sir. How big a team were you planning on sending?

Ens_Wobbles says:
XO: Should a statement have a question mark at the end of it, sir? ::looks at the console:: Oh, sorry ... I'll just put the console on mute then.

Host CO_Grant says:
LEfler: I won't kid you this is a dangerous mission but also one of compelling technical challenges.

OPS_lynam says:
:;Begins monitoring for comm signals::

CEOLefler says:
:::Grins widely:: CO: I love a good challenge sir. You know me

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: I assume you will need a runabout, some heavy equipment and appropriate operators, and some onsite security in case somebody undesirable pays us a vistit

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: Probably still have Mr.Wall in another runabout in orbit about the moon to help with comm in case a storm reappears

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: I have the message transferred.

XO_Wall says:
EnsWobbles: try answering the Nav Computer confirmation request, its required for bridge protocals

Ens_Wobbles says:
::thinks the XO is ignoring him and turns back to his console with a shrug .... wonders who Wall killed to get those shiny pips::

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: Check with MED for those inoculations to protect AT members from viruses detected during our last visit

CEOLefler says:
CO: Aye sir. I owuld like to have the best pilot available as well. Lt Nichols is the most qualified.

CEOLefler says:
::keeps nodding..alot::

Ens_Wobbles says:
XO: oh ... sure ... I think that is this button here.  ::points and tentatively presses it::

Host CO_Grant says:
::hands a padd with notes from last visit to Denil III to CEO::

MO_Lea says:
::Sighs:: CIV: People have been persecuted for less...::Clears the record of her tricorder and begins a new scan:: What is your full name and date of birth?

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: these notes should help you, you are dismissed to prepare for your mission

OPS_lynam says:
::Sends orders to the ops staff to include the trans-dimensional communicators in the Away Team's equipment loadout.::

CEOLefler says:
CO: Thank you sir.

CEOLefler says:
::turns and heads out of RR with a brisk walk::

Ens_Wobbles says:
::goes about his business at the FCO console quite confident that he knows exactly what he is doing at OPS::

MO_Lea says:
FCO: Okay, I will examine at it in a moment.

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Mac. I want 2 runabout ready for some seriour flying. Your 2 best if you please

FCO_Nichols says:
::lays back on biobed and sighs::

Host CO_Grant says:
::also leaves the RR to return to bridge::

XO_Wall says:
::makes notes to take Ens Wobbles off Helm Bridge duty::

CEOLefler says:
::gets in turbo lift::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: aye sir and I would like to volunteer to be on one of the shuttles

XO_Wall says:
EnsWobbles: Eta to designated course?

OPS_lynam says:
::Glances at Wobbles and realizes it's not his piloting but the stress that makes his stomach queasy.::

CEOLefler says:
*MO*: Doctor, I willl need you to inoculate my Away Team against any viruses from the moon.

CIV_McLeod says:
MO: Michal Davram Hunter-McLeod, born December 23rd, 2377

Ens_Wobbles says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: Huh? Eetah ... what's an Eetah? ::looks at him confused::

MO_Lea says:
Civ: Have you experienced any unexplained fainting, rashes, nausea, or other loss of conciousness since your last physical?

FCO_Nichols says:
::stands up and takes off jacket, realizes that she's been out of uniform for what seems like forever::

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Mac as much as I would personally love to have you there I need a plan for clearing the interference from the storm. And you are my best man. So you will have to remain onbaord to make sure I survive. Deal?

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: I  spoke with Mr.Lefler, he is to lead the ground AT in the artifact recovery mission on Denil III. I want you to lead the relay and if necessary rescue runabout mission

Ens_Wobbles says:
::looks across at OPS and shrugs:: XO: By the way sir, we will be at Denill III in about 6 hours.

CIV_McLeod says:
MO: No.

CEOLefler says:
*MO*: I would also appreciate it if you would release Lt. Nichols into active duty. I will be needing her to pilot a runabout

MO_Lea says:
*CEO*: I will have them ready here in sickbay for pickup in a few minutes.

MO_Lea says:
Civ: When was your last physical?

OPS_lynam says:
::Taps out a message and sends it to the XO's station::

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::rolls his eyes up at the Ens Wobbles:: aye sir

MO_Lea says:
*CEO*: I will look into it.

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: ::in a disappointed tone:: but..but!....ok ::

Ens_Wobbles says:
XO/CO: To be exact ... the computer readout says "ohhh bout 6 hours".

Host CO_Grant says:
*CEO*,XO: Confer with OPS if you need any special equipment

CIV_McLeod says:
MO: Hmm..just before I departed for the Delphyne::

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Thanks Mac. And I need a proposal from you on how to get around that barrier ASAP

MO_Lea says:
::Nods:: CIV: Please lie down.

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: Understood Captain

OPS_lynam says:
Message reads::Commander--If you don't get Mcleod up here to take over, or let me do it, I'm going to cut Wobbles head off.  Sir.::

CIV_McLeod says:
::lies back::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
::enters Shuttle Bay 1::

MO_Lea says:
::Begins the biobed scan::

CEOLefler says:
::Enters sickbay::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: aye

XO_Wall says:
::looks at OPS::

Host CO_Grant says:
*MO*: I understand the medical library has info on inoculations to protect crew from viruses on Denil III, contact AT leaders Mr.Lefler, ANd Mr.Wall for number of doses needed

OPS_lynam says:
::Smiles encouragingly at Wobbles::

CEOLefler says:
MO: he doc. Got my stuff? :)

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
::appraoches the runabout Europa and Platte::

MO_Lea says:
CEO: I will have it ready in another minute.

OPS_lynam says:
::Feels sweat trickle down his temple::

CEOLefler says:
MO: Thanks.

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Feeling better?

SO_Redfield says:
CO: I'd like to vounteer for the away mission

MO_Lea says:
CIV: Please hold still.  ::Picks up the small device::

CIV_McLeod says:
MO: certainly

Ens_Wobbles says:
::sits at the FCO console and wonders why the power distribution chart is not working right at his OPS console::

MO_Lea says:
::Takes a blood sample, then closes the biobed scanners:: CIV: You are finished.

CEOLefler says:
*EO* Oh Mac. Load one of the workbees into one of the cargo pods on my runabout. And assign the best pod pilot to that runabout as well. I'll expect to see him there

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: Much.  Just hoping to get out of here soon.

TO_Hawkes says:
::tries to concentrate on Tac as much as possible to distract him from hearing what Wobbles is doing ::

OPS_lynam says:
::Continues monitoring for comm signals:

CIV_McLeod says:
MO: and look at that, no bloodletting to let the demons out.  Thank you, doctor  :smiles::

Ens_Wobbles says:
::taps this button and that until they are lined up across his console flashing and dancing like rockettes::

XO_Wall says:
Ens Wobbles: you did good, however Stellar Cartography needs some extra hands on a experiment, your record indicates Science specialty also, please report to Stellar Cartogpraphy

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Well I need you for a mission. The Captain just put me in charge of the recovery team

MO_Lea says:
::Steps to the medbay replicator and bring up the formula inoculation.  Reads the information:: Self: Hmm...

Ens_Wobbles says:
::looks up at the XO:: XO: Aye sir ... on my way.  But who will man the OPS console?

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: Well you know who to talk to. ::points to MO Lea::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I'm trying hun

XO_Wall says:
Ens Wobble: I will you Mean the FCO console?

CIV_McLeod says:
::stands and exits sickbay::

MO_Lea says:
CEO: How many doses did you need of this?

Host CO_Grant says:
::Looks puzzled at odd comment from WObbles::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Thinks to self "OPS? did he say OPS?" concentrates VERY HARd on the Tac console::

Ens_Wobbles says:
::stands and collects up the crossword puzzle he was working on:: XO: Oh, is that what this console does? ::looks at it in surprise::

OPS_lynam says:
::hands start for Wobbles, then return to the console, tapping tensely::

XO_Wall says:
::sits down at the FCO station::

CEOLefler says:
Well Atleast 6 people will be on the surface. But I am unsure as to how long it will take

Ens_Wobbles says:
::shrugs and heads towards the emergency turbolift access  ... wonders why the lift doors won't open::

Host CO_Grant says:
::observes XO taking over the helm::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: ok you'll have the Europa and the XO will have the Platte and your pilot will be Bridges

FCO_Nichols says:
::sits up and watches the commotion in sickbay::

MO_Lea says:
CEO: All right.  I will supply you with eighteen doses. Each should last approximately seven hours.  If you begin to experience any chest pain, take another dose.  ::replicates the doses::

OPS_lynam says:
::Wonders how many grey hairs have sprouted in the last few hours::

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Thanks Mac. What do you think about modifying the deflector dish to clear the path to thr surface. I suddenly remembered one of your old reports on that subject

CEOLefler says:
MO: thanks Doc. Your a doll. Now how about letting Sarah go?

XO_Wall says:
CO: FCO Davies should be available until Nichols returns

CIV_McLeod says:
::steps into TL::

FCO_Nichols says:
::looks at MO::

MO_Lea says:
::Hands him the tray of vials:: CEO: One other thing..according to the report, when you take the initial dose, you will experience..some discomfort. It is normal, and will only be present the first time, but be aware.

XO_Wall says:
::stabalizes helm control::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Thinks to self 'Wow! How many FCOs do we have?" ::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: you'll have the runabout Platte, she is ready to go in Shuttle Bay 1

MO_Lea says:
::Looks between CEO and FCO a few times and sighs::

CEOLefler says:
MO: Understood

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: very good

CEOLefler says:
::Can feel Sarah's excitement right along his own::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: you have the Europa and she is ready in Shuttle Bay 2

MO_Lea says:
CEO: Please relay the information to the other members of the party..

MO_Lea says:
FCO: Stick your tounge out.

FCO_Nichols says:
::blaaaahhhhh::

XO_Wall says:
*EO* acknowledge

MO_Lea says:
FCO: All right, you may go.

XO_Wall says:
*FCO Davies*: report to the bridge

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Thanks Mac. How long until the deflector can be modified?

CIV_McLeod says:
::steps off the TL and walks to his quarters::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: ~~~~yippee~~~~~

MO_Lea says:
::Picks up a padd and begins enter the information from the last physical into the main sickbay computer::

CEOLefler says:
MO: Thanks Doc.

MO_Lea says:
::Nods::

FCO_Nichols says:
::hears the "hallelujah chorus" play and she nearly runs out of sickbay::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Get ready as soon as the doc is through with you and then report to Shuttlebay 2. Oh and you might want to get into Uniform:)

XO_Wall says:
<Davies>: aye sir

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: it's already been modified I have to confer with the SO about Denil III's polarization

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: Okay, I need to get into uniform, then I'll meet you there.

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Well Done Mac.

OPS_lynam says:
XO: I have included the special badges for your two teams.  Pick them up in the equipment room

FCO_Nichols says:
::heads to quarters to change into uniform::

MO_Lea says:
::Sits down in her chair and reviews the information::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: thankyou sir

CIV_McLeod says:
::sits at his desk and picks up his Klingon martial arts book::

XO_Wall says:
OPS: acknowledged ::as Davies comes a takes his place::

CEOLefler says:
MO: Thanks again Doctor.

MO_Lea says:
::Nods again::

SO_Redfield says:
::still continuing long range scans but nothing yet::

CEOLefler says:
::heads out of sickbay and heads to Shuttle Bay 2::

FCO_Nichols says:
::enters uniform and changes uniform::

CEOLefler says:
COMP: ETA to Denill III?

ENG_Bridges says:
*CEO*: I'll be your workbee pilot

XO_Wall says:
::begins walking to the TL, tapes his comm badge::

FCO_Nichols says:
::quarters::

FCO_Nichols says:
::looks in mirror to make sure she's in one piece::

Host CO_Grant says:
::observes the fine work of FCO Davies who has taken over the helm::

XO_Wall says:
*CIV*: Mcleod meet me in Shuttlebay 1 you joining me on a AT::

CEOLefler says:
*BRIDGES*: Nice to hear it Bridges. If you aren't there already report to Shuttle bay 2 and while you are there run a level 2 diagnostic on the Europa's engines and shield

FCO_Nichols says:
*XO*: I've been released from sickbay and I am heading to join the AT.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Transmission from starfleet arrives

OPS_lynam says:
CO: Sir, we have an incomming message from Starfleet.

XO_Wall says:
*FCO*: acknowledged

CIV_McLeod says:
::sets down book:: *XO*: Immediately, sir  ::stands and heads back to the TL again::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: ON main screen

XO_Wall says:
TL: shuttlebay 1

OPS_lynam says:
::Puts the message on the viewer.::

ENG_Bridges says:
*CEO*: aye, I'm there now  Computer: run level 2 diagnostic on the Europas' engines and shields and the Plattes' as well

CIV_McLeod says:
TL: Shuttlebay 1, please

MO_Lea says:
::Looks at the list and reads it off to herself:: Psion, Lefler, MacPherson..

ENG_Bridges says:
<Computer> running diagnostics now

Host CO_Grant says:
::waiting for the message::

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: I have assigned Lt Nichols to pilot the Europa, I will also be taking Engineer Bridges as a pilot for the work bee. Unless you have any other preferences I will be selecting one more crewmen from Eng, one SO, and one security SO to land with me

Host ACTDNicke says:
Message: Due to the importance and possible significant findings on the Denil ll, the Science Ship Tsaikovsky has been ordered to rendevous with you and assist with recovery  

XO_Wall says:
::TL comes to a stop::

FCO_Nichols says:
::grabs hypo and container to drop off to MO Lea on her way to shuttle bay 2::

CIV_McLeod says:
::steps off of TL::

XO_Wall says:
::exits walks down corridor and enters shuttlebay 1

Host CO_Grant says:
STARFLEETCOMMAND: Acknowledged, I look forward to working with the Tsaikovsky

TO_Hawkes says:
::Brings up information on Tsaikovsky on tac console.::

Host ACTDNicke says:
Message<continued> They are currently under way and should arrive at Denil lll in approximately three days. Starfleet out

CEOLefler says:
*XO*: Race ya to upper ionisphere :) I'l lbe leaving from Shuttle bay 2. I assume the Platte is in Shuttle bay 1?

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Close the channel

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: correct

CIV_McLeod says:
::walks quickly to shuttlebay 1::

FCO_Nichols says:
::leaves quarters::

OPS_lynam says:
::Closes the channel, resumes monitoring.::

FCO_Nichols says:
::enters TL::

FCO_Nichols says:
*CEO*: I'm on my way.

CIV_McLeod says:
XO: I'm ready whenever you are, sir

XO_Wall says:
::takes com badge from equipment locker::

Host CO_Grant says:
*CEO*,*XO*: We get to the moon first but we have help coming from the Science Ship Tsaikovsky in about 3 days. I expect you to have matters well in hand before the other ship arrives gentlemen

FCO_Nichols says:
::exits TL and heads towards Medbay::

FCO_Nichols says:
::enters medbay::

CEOLefler says:
*CO* Ofcourse sir. We should be having a picnic at the sight just in time for them to join us.

XO_Wall says:
CIV: take a special come bage from the locker

CEOLefler says:
::Enters Shuttle bay 2::

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: will do

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: Here is that hypo and container.  I've used the compound since my third year.  I left my personal logs regarding this compound open for you if you need them.

Host CO_Grant says:
*CEO*: no  doubt Mr.Lefler

CIV_McLeod says:
::nods at XO and gets the comm badge.::  XO: Any other equipment we may need?

OPS_lynam says:
::Begins fine tuning the comm equipment to try to catch the false signals.::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCODAVIES: Eta to Denil III?

MO_Lea says:
FCO: Thank you.  ::Takes the items:: I will do my best.  I believe you need to catch a runabout? ::Smiles::

XO_Wall says:
CIV: no the rest should be already store in the runabouts

FCO_Nichols says:
MO: Yes, ma'am.  And Lea?  Thanks!

FCO_Nichols says:
::turns and heads out of medbay::

XO_Wall says:
::enters the runabout Platte::

CEOLefler says:
::Notices Bridges conversing with Lt. Front from Engineering. Doctor Nec'Bri, a metalurgist, is staring intently at the hull of the Europa. While Lt. Jackson is standing at attention next to the runabout hatch as if making sure no one decides to "bust in" prematurely::

FCO_Nichols says:
~~CEO~~::feels excitement at first away mission::

CIV_McLeod says:
::follows XO into runabout::

ENG_Bridges says:
<Computer> diagnostics complete, engines and shields are at maxximum

CEOLefler says:
Shuttle Bay2: Alright everyone. Lets board and get ready for launch

MO_Lea says:
::Starts to say "you are welcome" but closes her mouth as the sickbay doors close:: Self: Hmm..  ::Takes the hypospray vial and sets it under the scanner. Begins a level  ten molecular sweep first::

ENG_Bridges says:
*CEO, XO* your runabouts engines and shields are in working order

FCO_Nichols says:
::enters Shuttle Bay 2 and sees other AT boarding::

CEOLefler says:
::Knows Sarah is getting close and is really excited. Big smile:::

Host CO_Grant says:
fcodavies: Eta to destination ?

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: Reporting for duty sir.

SO_Redfield says:
CO: my sensors still hasn't picked anything up yet on Denil III

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Late aren't we? :) Ok lets get this bucket outside.

Host CO_Grant says:
SO: acknowledged, we are still aways away from there. Concentrate on Securus at this distance

CIV_McLeod says:
::checks engineering information in shuttle::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: You have the helm Lt. Take us out as soon as you are able

XO_Wall says:
*Sickbay*: I require a medical peronnel anybody you can spare havbe them report to shuttlebay 1 onboard the runbout Platte

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*FCO*: take care of my ship, the Europa and don't crash her!

MO_Lea says:
*XO*: Yes sir.

XO_Wall says:
*MO*: you can come

FCO_Nichols says:
*Mac-Q*: I will Mac!

SO_Redfield says:
CO: aye sir  ::scans the Securus Sector

Host CO_Grant says:
::sees from fco panel rerouted to CO panel that eta is now about an hour ::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: scans pick up no unusual readings from Securus

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: This is the Runabout Europa. My team is ready sir. As soon as we are in orbot we will be ready to go.

MO_Lea says:
*XO*: On my way.  ::Sets the vial in a tray, grabs her personalized medkit and dashes out of sickbay and into the TL:: TL: Shuttlebay.

OPS_lynam says:
::Wonders where those strange signals that were reported are.  Might be a wild Targ chase.::

SO_Redfield says:
CO: my sensors indicate no unusual readings in that sector

XO_Wall says:
::begins going over preflight and activating runnabout systems::

Host CO_Grant says:
*CEO*: very good

Host CO_Grant says:
SO: acknowledged

FCO_Nichols says:
Europa Crew: Everybody ready?

CIV_McLeod says:
::assists XO::

MO_Lea says:
::Runs out of the TL and into the Platte::

XO_Wall says:
::closes runabout door::

CIV_McLeod says:
::smiles at MO:: MO: Welcome aboard.

Host CO_Grant says:
::sees the image of Securus system starting to fill up the mainscreen::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: you won't be able to go to the surface of the moon until SO_Redfield can get a scan of Denill III's storms

MO_Lea says:
::Takes a seat, sets her medkit down, and grasps the console. Looks up:: CIV: Thank you.

XO_Wall says:
*CEO/CO* we are ready to depart ::as finishes preflight and startup::

CEOLefler says:
EUROPACREW: Ok everyone take one of these  ::passes out hypos:: And give yourselves one does now and another every seven hours unless you start feeling dizzy in which case give yourselves another dose

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO:I see we are about to enter the Securus system, drop us to 3/4 impulse and set course to the moon, Denil III. Assume standard orbit about the moon.

FCO_Nichols says:
::sighs at another hypo but takes it anyway::

CIV_McLeod says:
::takes his seat and does last minute check on systems::

CEOLefler says:
EUROPACREW: You may experience some slight disorientation at first but it will pass quickly

TO_Hawkes says:
::Adds Platte and Europa icons to tactical display.::

CEOLefler says:
::hypos himself::

Host CO_Grant says:
<FCODAVIES>: CO: aye sir :: Engages controls to go to  impulse ::

FCO_Nichols says:
::rechecks station::

CEOLefler says:
~~~FCO~~~: Feels slightly nervous yet confindent

ENG_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: did you hear what I said?

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Pull up what is known about the capabilities of the Tsaikovsky so that we can best plan for this help during this mission

FCO_Nichols says:
::turns to Lefler and smiles reassuringly::

XO_Wall says:
Lea: gives us a dose and yourself of the substance for Denil III atmosphere in case we have to go down

MO_Lea says:
XO: Time to the planet surface?

FCO_Nichols says:
::pulls up flight plan::

OPS_lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Sorry Mac. Got busy for a sec. What is it?

OPS_lynam says:
::Accesses Starfleet ship's registry database::

Host CO_Grant says:
SO: concentrate your scans now on Denil III, keep a sharp eye out for storms on that moon. Alert the AT's promptly

SO_Redfield says:
CO: aye sir

MO_Lea says:
XO: Yes sir. ::brings out the vial and loads it into the hypospray::

MO_Lea says:
XO: This will be slightly painful.

Host CO_Grant says:
TAC: Look out for univited guests in the Securus system

TO_Hawkes says:
CO: Aye sir!

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: scans reveal small localized storms scattered over the surface

XO_Wall says:
::wait for the word to go::

Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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